Clean Code in your cloud workflow with {SonarCloud}

Enable your development team to deliver Clean Code consistently and efficiently with a tool that integrates seamlessly into the cloud DevOps platforms and extends your CI/CD workflow. SonarCloud is part of the Sonar solution which also includes SonarLint (in your IDE) and SonarQube (on-premise).

ACCELERATE CODE REVIEWS
Fix issues early in your development workflow and save time to discuss interesting problems.

RELEASE WITH CONFIDENCE
Run automated checks on branches and pull requests and make every delivery better than the last.

IMPROVE YOUR TEAM VELOCITY
Deliver new features faster by working with Clean Code and sticking to shared coding standards.

Support for popular languages, frameworks, and IaC platforms.

Native integration with the 4 major DevOps platforms

Clear go/no-go quality gate automatically failing CI/CD pipelines

Automatic analysis of most languages, no configuration required

Super-fast analysis on code reliability, security, maintainability, and more

Remediate code flaws as part of the existing development workflow

Clear, aligned code quality definition

IDE support with SonarLint integration

Actionable, highly precise results

CLEAN AS YOU CODE™
Sonar’s unique Clean as You Code approach enables developers and organizations to enhance the quality of their codebase by solely focusing on code that’s added or changed. This simple yet powerful methodology progressively improves the overall quality of the entire codebase with minimal cost and effort.

TRUSTED BY 6 MILLION DEVELOPERS AND 350,000+ ORGANIZATIONS.